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David Austin Rose:
• Using a 24 gauge hooked wire, add a small ball of paste and flatten slightly.  You will need 5 

for each flower you wish to make.  Allow to dry.
• Roll, cut and ball tool all petals as you would making flowers. Using the smallest cutter cut two 

petals for each section. Add a small amount of sugar glue along the base and roll it around 
each dried center.  Add the second petal to the still damp petals. You will want them to form a 
tear drop shape. 

• Continue cutting petals and adding the center pieces until you have a full center or it's of a 
desired size.  Using light green floral tape, arrange and tape the 5 sections together while they 
are still damp enough to move.  I only did 4 for this demo but a fuller flower would require 
more layers.

• Add petals from cutter (3-4th largest) using the center as a guideline to choose the right 
sizing.  Tuck each petal between each section and start layering as you would a standard 
rose.  

• Continue increasing petal sizes and amount as your flower grows in size.  You may need to 
hang it upside down occasionally while drying or use some tin foil to help shaping.  

• Add a calyx and make some rose leaves .

Fern Leaves:  
• Demo Fern leave is made with one of the largest cutters and two 

of each other cutter, flipping the cut leaves to follow the shape of 
the finished piece needed.

• Using your preferred method, insert (or twiddle) a 28 gauge wire 
and ball tool your leaves.  Vein and color as desired. Allow to dry 
and arrange with floral tape cut into thirds.


